
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

 The last chapter of this study is conclusion and suggestion. The conclusion includes 

the discussion that the writer has made in previous chapter than for the suggestion the writer 

is given for the teacher especially for English teacher to improve the quality of teaching 

writing and its process especially using diary. 

 

A. Conclusions 

 This study focuses on how does teacher  use diary in teaching writing in SMKN 9 

Surabaya and these are the conclusion as shown in the discussion of chapter IV. 

1. There are 7 steps of activities in the process of teaching writing through diary in SMKN 

9 Surabaya. The first; the teacher explaining the purpose about diary, The second step is 

explaining the material that he will apply,. After that the teacher giving task about diary, 

next teacher giving a guidance, then  give assessing , giving reward  and the last step 

evaluating 

2. Teaching writing through diary is very useful for teacher to activate the students' prior 

knowledge in order to write the diary easily 

3. Although there are some advantages using diary but there are some possible difficulties 

faced by teacher during teaching and learning by using diary , there are problem for 

student in expressing idea is because they are lack of vocabulary.  

 B. Suggestion 

 At the end of this study there are some suggestion that would like to recommend. 

There are some suggestions that can be recommend, namely: 

1. As one of an alternative techniques that enables student to encourage a writing habit and 



to develop fluency as well as to improve students' motivation and attitude toward writing 

2. In order to make the lesson easier to be understood the teacher should give more example 

and theories. 

3. In order to motivate the students in writing using diary, the teacher should make the 

opening of writing using diary lesson more interesting. 

 

Although the writer was done for SMKN 9 Surabaya at tenth grade, it may also be 

useful alternative technique in teaching writing for the other grades. Therefore it is needed 

the further research 

 


